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SPECIAL HANDLING
The client has agreed to be a reference for sales situations. The status of any installation or implementation can
change, so you should always contact the Primary Contact or Additional Contact named in the reference prior
to discussing it with your client.
Any public use, such as in marketing materials, on WWW sites, in press articles, etc., requires speci c approval
from the client. It is the responsibility of the person or any organization planning to use this reference to make
sure that this is done. The IBM representative will, as appropriate, contact the client for review. You should not
contact the client directly.
CLIENT GEOGRAPHY: Europe IOT
CLIENT COUNTRY: Latvia

CLIENT INDUSTRY: Consumer Products, Media &
Entertainment, Other, Retail, Wholesale Distribution &
Services

CLIENT URL: https://www.evolutiongaming.com
SOLUTION SYNOPSIS: A gaming company in Latvia gains real-time visibility into system threats, improves
threat detection and resolution, enhances security reporting and analysis, and increases overall system security
when it works with IBM Business Partner Data Security Solutions Ltd. to implement the IBM Security QRadar
SIEM solution
CLIENT BACKGROUND: Founded in 2006 and headquartered in Riga, Latvia, Evolution Gaming Ltd. is a gaming
company that specializes in live casino services, providing players with live access to casino games over a
variety of channels and devices. The company employs more than 3,400 people and generates annual revenue
of more than EUR 115 million.
Largest online gambling services for casinos provider in CEE.
BUSINESS NEED: Evolution Gaming Ltd., like many other online companies, faces numerous cybersecurity
threats and risks every day. To maintain security-rich operations and to ght against these threats, the
company sought a solution with real-time monitoring capabilities that it could use to better manage security
risks and events and thereby enhance security.
SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION: With assistance from IBM Business Partner Data Security Solutions Ltd.,
Evolution Gaming implemented the IBM Security QRadar SIEM solution. Using the new security information and
event management (SIEM) software, the client gains a single, centralized, real-time view into its entire
infrastructure, including users, applications, databases, network devices and objects. With a central
management console, the client can more easily satisfy log management requirements, collecting security
information that it can then use to correlate and analyze events. It can now quickly detect and alert sta to
cybersecurity risks and anomalies, speeding issue resolution. With the solution in place, the client is also better
positioned to comply with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements.
SOLUTION BENEFITS: By working with IBM Business Partner Data Security Solutions and implementing the IBM

Security QRadar SIEM solution, Evolution Gaming acquired a centralized security monitoring and management
platform and thus enhanced overall system security. Using the solution, the client gained real-time visibility into
its systems and events and has been able to reduce the time it needs to spend on security monitoring and
incident forensics. Evolution Gaming can now collect millions of events in a single, centralized console so that it
can perform faster analysis and action prioritization based on the threat level. It can detect and resolve
cybersecurity threats much more quickly, minimizing risk and facilitating continuous and security-rich
operations.
CLIENT QUOTE:

